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Abstract

While wealth and power evoke great responsibility, effectively helping the poor is a daunting and multifaceted task. Good intentions do not often outperform the negative consequences that result from disrupting economies and creating dependent communities. This paper analyzes how traditional methods of charity and philanthropy fail to alleviate poverty in the Majority World. Alternatively, methods of investing in the poor are discussed. Specifically analyzed is the use of micro finance loans as a method of investing in the poor. Stressed is the importance of accurately assessing types of poverty and responding with appropriate types of intervention, as well as the importance of sustainable and market driven solutions. Additionally, other sustainable practices are considered, as microfinance cannot wholly alleviate the complexity of poverty. Research and personal experience attest to the importance of investment approaches to alleviating proverty to create While wealth and power evoke great responsibility, effectively helping the poor is a daunting and multifaceted task. Good intentions do not often outperform the negative consequences that result from disrupting economies and creating dependent communities. This paper analyzes how traditional methods of charity and philanthropy fail to alleviate poverty in the Majority World. Alternatively, methods of investing in the poor are discussed. Specifically analyzed is the use of micro finance loans as a method of investing in the poor. Stressed is the importance of accurately assessing types of poverty and responding with appropriate types of intervention, as well as the importance of sustainable and market driven solutions. Additionally, other sustainable practices are considered, as microfinance cannot wholly alleviate the complexity of poverty. Research and personal experience attest to the importance of investment approaches to alleviating poverty to create long-term growth of developing communities of the Majority World. This paper concludes that helping people help themselves is the best practice in alleviating poverty.
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